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INTRODUCTION 

 
 
This volume is a compendium of influential fat theorists from the 

past three decades. I use “fat theory” as a unifying term for those writ-
ers who have in common a critical investment in articulating the psy-
chological, social, political or medical signifiers within overweight bod-
ies. My selection of texts is based on the work’s importance upon the 
field, and of those fat theorists who have shaped and challenged this 
emerging critical discipline. 

Fat theory is eclectic and consists of writers with backgrounds in 
academia, psychoanalysis, psychiatry, sociology, feminism and politi-
cal activism. The intellectual diversity has created a field of ever-
expanding and often contradictory ideological positions that continually 
redefine the conceptualisation of ‘fat.’ 

Fattys’ Cyclopaedia traces the history of fat theory and its ever-
changing critical landscape. It summarises each writer’s arguments 
then cross-references to intersections or disputations within the field. I 
trust this web of ideas will provide a solid background to fat theory, 
amply tracking the shifting sequence of historical positions that have 
informed contemporary ‘fat’ thought.  

 

THE EDITOR. 
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WORKS 
 

Braziel, Jana Evans and Kathleen LeBesco (b. 1967 and 1970), Assis-
tant Professors. Eds., Bodies Out of Bounds: Fatness and Transgression 
(2001).  

A collection of essays that question the ideological bases for the 
construction of fatness, in particular, the discourses that symptoma-
tologise fatness and prevent a celebration of corpulence (2 and 8). 

The collection “sees fatness as constructed, and reconstructs fat-
ness as “the concept of obesity” (2) then interrogates this historical 
concept by “resisting the dominant discursive constructions of corpu-
lence” (1). They argue that the “concept of obesity” has been con-
structed by overdetermining contradictory discourses, together with 
the stereotype of the fat body as a measure of excess, and the psy-
chological discourses that pathologise fatness (8). These discourses 
have contained the fat body, whilst simultaneously erasing it, prevent-
ing true fat acceptance.  

The essays include historical accounts of the obese, such as 
KLEIN’S “Fat Beauty” chapter from Eat Fat; a carnivalesque construc-
tion of the fat body in Sharon Mazer’s article on Helen Melon, the “fat 
lady” at Coney Island’s sideshows, and Le’a Kent’s study of the abject 
‘fat’ body through zines and fat activism.  

The essays combine to provide a divergent, yet rich, indicator of 
fat theory’s contemporary positioning, where the concept of the fat 
body is to be celebrated and no longer erased through discursive 
medicalisation and commodification. Yet, by dismissing all that pre-
ceded them, Braziel and LeBesco risk dehistoricising their position and 
alienating the fat theory that founds their deconstructive theories. 
 

Bruch, Hilde (b. 1904), Psychiatrist. Eating Disorders: Obesity, Anorexia 
Nervosa, and the Person Within (1973).  

Bruch’s work is based on over forty years of case studies, and is 
the first intimate investigation of the psychological rationales grounding 
obesity. Her influential study challenges the “eat less, exercise more” 
(121) dieting myth, and argues that dieting can cause emotional prob-
lems, including depression. 

Bruch’s studies find that a disordered relationship to food is re-
lated to family life (3). She argues that obesity has its origins in a dis-
turbed mother–child relationship, an argument that profoundly influ-
ences ORBACH and CHERNIN (66).  

Her studies find that obese patients cannot identify hunger be-
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cause they distance their consciousness from their bodies (50). Bruch 
warns that no cure for obesity can be achieved without a widespread 
“correction of the body-image misconception” (90).  

Bruch co-pioneered the “physiological weight” concept, that is, a 
person’s ideal weight is the stable weight at which one feels “well and 
healthy” (Bruch 113): a liberating hypothesis that greatly informed fat 
activism. 
 

Chernin, Kim (b. 1940), Psychological Consultant. The Obsession: Reflec-
tions on the Tyranny of Slenderness (1981) and The Hungry Self: Women, 
Eating and Identity (1985). 

The Obsession articulates the binge-eater’s secret life. Eating 
disorders are the “hidden emotional life of a woman” (1) reacting 
against the cruel contradiction that gives women power whilst simulta-
neously taking it away (99). This book is most famous for introducing 
the phrase “the tyranny of slenderness,” a phrase that no self-
respecting fat theorist fails to introduce by page four.  

The Hungry Self introduces the idea of “the hunger knot” (xiv), a 
psychoanalytic concept which reads overeating as “mother-rage” 
(118); an anger aimed at the mother for not providing the daughter 
with “instructional mythical guidance” (52). The daughter’s relative 
freedom, as compared to the limited options of her mother, induces 
guilt at having been given the opportunity to surpass her mother and 
translates into overeating (49).  

While useful for those who fit into the demographic Chernin cre-
ates, this argument standardises the reader into having had a generic 
baby-boomer childhood, and ignores the larger social forces control-
ling body image. 

In The Beauty Myth WOLF critiques Chernin:  

The many theories about women’s food crises have stressed 
private psychology to the neglect of public policy, looking at 
women’s shapes to see how they express a conflict about 
their society rather than looking at how their society makes 
use of a manufactured conflict with women’s shapes. (Wolf 
189) 

Like ORBACH, Chernin’s psychoanalytic-based work has been side-
lined by contemporary theories, but marks the beginning of experimen-
tal risks taken in developing and establishing fat theory as a legitimate 
field. 
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Hesse-Biber, Sharlene (b. 1950), Professor of Sociology. Am I Thin 
Enough Yet? The Cult of Thinness and the Commercialization of Identity 
(1996). 

Hesse-Biber dispenses with psychoanalytic reasoning and fo-
cuses on the covert cultural, social and political needs for fatness. She 
argues that the diet industry relies on fatness and is heavily invested in 
ensuring that people remain fat while pushing the rhetoric of thinness. 
This creates an industry that relies on the weight loss and gain cycle 
where consumers pay for access to weight loss programs and exer-
cise equipment, then lose weight, then put the weight back on, then 
pay for access to weight loss programs and exercise equipment, and 
so on. 

Hesse-Biber’s conceptualisation of the “cult of thinness” has been 
promoted by the diet industry that manipulates people to rely on con-
sumerism to ‘save’ them from fatness: “Many women believe that in 
order to lose weight they need to buy something, whether it be a pill, a 
food plan or membership in a self-help group” (39). By depicting fat as 
profane, society – with the help of fashion and advertising – produce a 
climate where weight loss is “not just a personal responsibility; it is a 
moral obligation” (11). Hesse-Biber writes: “As long as a woman 
viewed her body as an object, she was controllable, and profitable” 
(25). 

Concurring with SEID and WOLF, Hesse-Biber states that society’s 
authorities in health, medicine, government, religion and education 
have reinforced the cultish imperative to be thin, “until the concept be-
came so self-sustaining, so internalized that no reinforcement was 
necessary” (28). BRAZIEL AND LEBESCO disagree, claiming that writers 
such as Hesse-Biber have ignored “the power and politics underlying 
the social and capitalistic constructions of corpulence and the fat body” 
(Braziel and LeBesco 6), which consequently, according to Braziel and 
LeBesco, ultimately erases the fat body (Braziel and LeBesco 7). 
 

Klein, Richard (b. 1941), Professor of French. Eat Fat (1996). 
Klein’s prophetic soothsaying and “scandalously wonderful” 

(Braziel and LeBesco 237) history of fat aims to create a healing 
“mandala” that triggers a reveneration of fat. He uses fetishised and 
aroused language to inscribe fat with sexiness (49):  

It’s not easy to change your image of what is beautiful and de-
sirable, especially if those images have been programmed by 
your personal history, reinforced by the social environment, 
and manipulated by the cynical media. (63) 
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Comparing his work to the comprehensiveness of SEID, he justifiably 
terms his brief historical survey “superficial” (115) and argues that his-
tory demonstrates that fat-vilification is a fashion that will reverse when 
scarcity reoccurs.  

Klein attributes the modern abundance of fat to the immobility of 
modern life and the self-fulfilling hatred instilled by medical practitio-
ners and dieticians: “Obesity may be an iatric disease – that is, one 
caused by doctors, nutritionists, and health and beauty therapists” 
(13). The medicalisation of fat has made fat “murderous” (162) to all 
but those who are feasting off its revenue.  

Following HESSE-BIBER, capitalism is invested in fat, which relies 
on consumers bingeing then rectifying their ‘sins’ by buying diet prod-
ucts: “Dieting is the most perfected form of consumption under condi-
tions of advanced capitalism, ensuring the greatest amount of busi-
ness for everyone all around” (194). 

Klein’s work expands the work of fat activists such as WANN, but 
moves into fetishism, and his work, although dazzling, is underscored 
with female objectification. It moves perilously close to ‘chubby chas-
ing,’ where sexual attraction is focused on the body’s ‘fat’ rather than 
the actual person. 

 
Millman, Maria (b. 1939), Sociologist. Such a Pretty Face: Being Fat in 
America (1980). 

A socio-anecdotal study that uses interviews with attendees of 
American weight loss groups such as the National Association to Aid 
Fat Americans (NAAFA), Overeater’s Anonymous (OA), and a fat 
camp for children. Through the voices of the “fat,” Millman constructs a 
critique of these organisations and of the dominant social attitudes to-
wards fat.  

The interviewees’ anonymity – they are given false names – pro-
vokes content that is honest and often raw. One interviewee, “Laura 
Campbell,” succinctly sums up the contradictions in the NAAFA: “Most 
of the people in NAAFA are not really happy – we would prefer to be 
thin if we could but NAAFA has helped me to learn how to manage” 
(14). “Campbell’s” comment suggests that fat acceptance groups are 
under-scored with fat-hatred, a paradox that the work of WANN seeks 
to rectify.  

Such compelling anecdotes are widely used as the basis for other 
studies, such as SEID and CHERNIN, and demonstrate the depth of fat-
vilification in late twentieth-century society. 
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Orbach, Susie (b. 1946), Psychoanalyst. Fat is a Feminist Issue (1978). 
Orbach’s work politicises compulsive eating and identifies unre-

solved emotional difficulties as its source. Her psychological approach 
directly influenced CHERNIN, and was among the first to theorise the 
benefits of fatness.  

Building on the studies of BRUCH, Orbach argues that fat is a 
physical indicator aimed at non-verbally expressing anger towards the 
mother (36 and 16). Women feed themselves to compensate for the 
“inadequate emotional feeding” (41) that they feel has been denied 
them from their mothers. 

Orbach broadens her argument to include the psychological bene-
fits of fatness, which are based in protest against a woman’s objecti-
fied, subservient positioning in modern society (35). She writes: “Every 
‘overweight’ woman creates a crack in the popular culture’s ability to 
make us mere products” (44). Overeating is a political means for a 
woman to consume more than her allotted social space: “We want to 
look and be substantial. We want to be bigger than society will let us. 
We want to take up as much space as the other sex” (35).  

Orbach’s work has suffered under contemporary fat theory, as 
have most psychoanalytic discourses, but remains a historically influ-
ential text that was important in removing the blame of overeating 
away from the ‘fat,’ and also in reinscribing the traditionally male-
dominated psychoanalytical field with feminine signifiers (Cooper 87).  

The collapse of the psychoanalytic model is, according to BRAZIEL 

AND LEBESCO, that it collapsed the fat body into “the traumatised body” 
(Braziel and LeBesco 4). Contemporary theory has a more construc-
tive view of the fat body and aims to “understand corpulent bodies 
without seeking any internal causal agent” (Braziel and LeBesco 4). 
Fat activists, such as Charlotte Cooper (1998), concur, and argue that 
treating fat as a disease prevents its ‘patients’ from reconciling fat as 
an everyday, normal experience (Cooper 91). 
 

Seid, Roberta Pollack (b. 1945), Historian. Never Too Thin: Why Women 
Are at War With Their Bodies (1989).  

A historical account that plots the changing social ideals of the 
female body, from antiquity to the end of the 1980s. Gathering data 
from diverse sources (medical journals, fashion magazines and paral-
lel academic works), Seid assembles a history that is antipathetic to-
wards populist hegemony yet curiously anti-feminist.  

Seid argues that the “pervasiveness of the weight-loss imperative" 
(15), manifests in fashion, food fetishism and the “health ethic” (166), 
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contribute to a “diet-induced obesity” (32). She also argues that “femi-
nism,” advertisements, and an impossible body ideal based on aristo-
cratic aesthetics (131) encourage women “to search for perfection and 
to feel dissatisfied with what we have achieved” (254).  

Thus, launching an argument that WOLF strenuously counters, 
Seid attributes the rise of (a singular) feminism in “inadvertently” con-
tributing to a congruent rise in eating disorders (275). Feminism, ac-
cording to Seid, brought about the rise of the individual that in turn en-
couraged personal attributes of instability and selfishness. According 
to Seid, in feminism “the realistic commitment was to the self” (254). 
Further, Seid displays a curiously misogynist attitude and suggests 
that women have been confused by media representations of them-
selves as strong and confident: “Women quickly, and probably uncon-
sciously, began to imitate the strong, confident gait, gestures, posture, 
and movements glorified by film stars and the women’s magazines” 
(259).  

This focus on the media’s responsibility for inducing gender-role 
confusion was continued in further fat theorists, particularly WOLF, with 
the anti-feminism rectified. Seid argues that women accept their bod-
ies in all their differences, firmly placing the solution to fat-hatred, and 
the cause in women’s hands. 
 

Wann, Marilyn (b. 1969), Fat activist. FAT?SO! <www.fatso.com> (1994). 
FAT?SO! is a fat activist’s website and quarterly zine that chal-

lenges social attitudes towards fat and actively subverts notions of 
shame. Launched in July 1994 by editor Marilyn Wann, its streetwise 
tone is part educational and part left-wing rhetoric that establishes a 
forum for anyone to add their material and “break the taboo around fat” 
(Wann, Are You a Fatso??). 

FAT?SO! does not define the concept of ‘fat’ in terms of weight 
and overweight – “Anyone who can pinch an inch has a story to tell” 
(Write for Fat?So!) – but states that fat is a state of mind. FAT?SO! 
thus inadvertently contributes to the all-pervasive body ideal, where 
everyone who can ‘pinch an inch’ is classified as fat, but in Wann’s 
configuration everybody is proud of their inch.  

FAT?SO!’s subversion acknowledges the contradictions of fat 
pride, which is often based upon self-hatred, but as Wann writes, it is 
all about attitude:  

The fatso life takes attitude, it takes existential credentials (the 
kind that come from being an outcast and fighting self-hatred 
at the same time). It takes laughing at Jenny Craig commer-
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cials and voting for the fat Elvis and still for some reason lying 
about your weight on your driver's license. (Wann, Zines and 
E-Zines) 

FAT?SO! does not offer a fetishised view of fat like KLEIN, but one 
where all people are encouraged to be politically conscious of fat dis-
crimination and subvert the dominant view of a society that is attempt-
ing to shame them.
 

Wolf, Naomi (b. 1962), Feminist Scholar. The Beauty Myth (1991). 
Wolf argues that the rise of the women’s movement was concur-

rent with an increase in eating disorders because threatened males 
constructed new ways of reasserting dominance through promoting 
thinness as the cultural ideal (17). Women have been indoctrinated by 
the cultish techniques of brainwashing through manipulated media im-
ages (73) which commodified the female body (49) and advocated the 
“beauty myth” (121). 

The beauty myth is “a cultural fixation on female thinness,” which 
Wolf asserts is “not an obsession about female beauty but an obses-
sion about female obedience” (187). Female obedience is enforced 
through diminished energy, time and opportunities due to the efforts of 
upholding the new beauty standard of physical fitness and eternal 
youth.  

Wolf asserts that mind control has long-term consequences in that 
it physiologically changes the workings of the brain: “The fear-of-fat 
aspect actually changes the way the brain works. Women caught in it 
are subjected to classic, long-established forms of thought-control” 
(121). HESSE-BIBER’s work develops this hypothesis of internalised 
control. 

Wolf’s theory assumes that women suffer from low self-esteem, 
an assumption that is contradicted by fat activists such as WANN and, 
according to BRAZIEL AND LEBESCO, Wolf’s argument inhibits the cele-
bration of fatness.  
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